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 THEY DIED FOR NOTHING,
 DID THEY NOT?

 PAT C. HOY II

 On April 12, 1995, a New York Times editor got the pitch so perfect
 he made my gut quiver. I too had waited a long time for a modicum
 of satisfaction, some kind of public retribution. "Mr. McNamara's War"
 seemed just right, a Times writer writing lyrically, condemning outright
 the man who engineered and managed the whole shooting match that
 was the Vietnam War. The occasion for this outrage was the publica
 tion of Mr. McNamara's In Retrospect: The Tragedy and Lessons of
 Vietnam: "His regret cannot be huge enough to balance the books for
 our dead soldiers. The ghosts of those unlived lives circle close around
 Mr. McNamara. Surely he must in every quiet and prosperous mo
 ment hear the ceaseless whispers of those poor boys in the infantry,
 dying in the tall grass, platoon by platoon, for no purpose. What he took
 from them cannot be repaid by prime-time apology and stale tears,
 three decades late." No, it cannot. Fifty-eight thousand American lives;
 millions more Vietnamese. At least thirteen years of national turmoil.
 Deep wounds in the nation's psyche, including mine. "Mr. McNamara
 must not escape the lasting moral condemnation of his countrymen,"
 the Times writer opined, and I agreed, my own displaced rage over
 powering me. Then I read the book.

 Robert McNamara's compatriots have not been so forthcoming as he.
 Dean Rusk, dignified and resolute, went to his grave defending the war
 and his part in it. Johnson, down in defeat and weary from having been
 wounded, nursed fame and gall to the bitter end. The two Kennedys,
 long dead, remain unreachable. Nixon and Kissinger, in denial, puffed
 themselves with pride over a peace with honor. The Bundys and Rostow
 still sit in silence. Harkins, LeMay, Westmoreland persist, militarily
 intractable. Shoup and Palmer, a couple of military dissenters, speak
 out late, but in retirement. The others?soldiers and statesmen?hold
 fast.
 What then of the rest of us?ordinary citizens who sat by watching,

 out of harm's way, silent; boys who fled to Canada, or, taking advantage
 of education and privilege, stayed home; soldiers who went because we

 Robert S. McNamara (with Brian VanDeMark), In Retrospect: The Tragedy
 and Lessons of Vietnam. Random House (Times Books), 1995. xviii + 414 pages.
 $27.50; Jonathan Shay, Achilles in Vietnam: Combat Trauma and the Undoing of
 Character. Atheneum, 1994. xxiii + 246 pages. $20; Tobias Wolff, In Pharaoh's
 Army: Memories of the Lost War. Knopf, 1994. xiv + 222 pages. $23; Jade Ngoc
 Quang Huynh, South Wind Changing. Graywolf, 1994. 306 pages. $20.
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 had to; women who sat in rooms of their own and shook their heads in
 despair, but found no voice; veterans who knew better, having long ago
 learned war's lessons the hard way, but said little?where are we now,
 all of us? What have we resolved?

 I do not believe the ghosts are circling only Mr. McNamara. They
 are circling the nation, and they will continue their circling until we
 have a reckoning so that all of us, once again, can decide what it means
 to have peace and honor and community and decency. Those ghosts,
 the ghosts of the young boys who went to Vietnam and died?most of
 them because they believed in their obligation to serve or were spurred
 on by an inherited sense of glory?those ghosts remind us what it once
 meant to be an American.

 But they remind us too, that no American, man or woman, can ever
 again accept freely the obligation to serve and die unless we as a nation
 can assure our soldiers that we will not ask them to do it for naught,
 unless we can assure them that we will never again abandon them.
 That will take some reckoning. To date we remain relatively ignorant
 of the far-reaching consequences of that war's lingering destructive in
 fluence on the unrest that is tearing this nation apart at the seams.

 In the years to come, In Retrospect will remain important not because
 it tells the tale of Robert Strange McNamara's failures, but because it
 reminds us of our own at a given time in history. It lets us see how in the
 highest councils of our government (and, we can assume, in the most
 beautifully appointed rooms in corporate towers) men ceremoniously
 defer to one another within established hierarchies, waltzing around
 one another's fragile yet gigantic egos, as they consummate their lust
 for power in the name of service.
 We become keenly aware reading McMamara's book, and without

 his telling us so directly, that in America we have not engendered or
 ganizations in our government or in our corporations that thrive on
 consensus and difference of opinion. Likewise we seem to know little
 if anything about animating visionaries, men or women who look be
 yond immediate concerns toward future consequences, visionaries wise
 enough to set power and ego aside while admitting differences, radical
 differences, into decision-making.

 Instead corporations in America encourage elaborate, courtly mating
 rituals in which men (primarily) vie with one another for favor, prestige,
 and position as they do their work. Often, quite often, they do it without
 awareness; they do it without malice aforethought. The vast majority
 of them are not morally corrupt. They do it because they know no other
 way, and they lack either courage or a vision to change it.

 Read Mr. McNamara's book, and you can see how a particular group
 of men failed, how they engineered and prolonged a war day by day,
 small decision by small decision, until the war monster they created had
 them and the rest of the nation by the tail. In that particular coterie,
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 Mr. McNamara comes out smelling cleaner than I expected, even as he
 shoulders an enormous share of the blame. But against a higher stan
 dard that calls for a felt sense of moral retribution publicly expressed,
 Robert McNamara comes out smelling fouler than a rose. In fairness
 his failure to grieve publicly may well be a matter of social breeding
 rather than a lack of feeling. Mr. McNamara cannot do what he does
 not know how to do. Our executives most often grieve in public when
 it is their official duty to do so. Otherwise grieving seems outside their
 purview.

 If McNamara's book exposes the nature of our corporate rituals,
 Jonathan Shay's Achilles in Vietnam: Combat Trauma and the Undoing
 of Character delineates in painstaking detail their far-reaching conse
 quences. Shay's book, more directly than any I have read, looks straight
 at that specter Whitman claimed would never find its way into the his
 tory books?the real war. In Specimen Days, Whitman touches on com
 bat suffering, but his eye lights more on the comforting wound-dresser
 than the long-lingering effects of war's horror.

 Shay, a psychiatrist, has spent years working with "a group of Ameri
 can combat veterans of the Vietnam War who have severe, chronic
 post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)," men who, decades after the war,
 cannot, and never will be able to, live normal lives. What happened to
 them in war cannot be erased, embedded as it is deep in their psyches.
 According to the National Vietnam Veterans Readjustment Study
 (1992), there are 250,000 veterans with ptsd.
 While treating a group of those veterans, Shay has come to under

 stand them. What he tells us about their trauma, and about ourselves
 as a nation, is grounded in the Iliad. Reading Homer's war song in light
 of combat stories told by the veterans, Shay discovers that Homer "has
 seen things that we in psychiatry and psychology had more or less

 missed," things pointing to the root causes and consequences of battle
 field trauma, things deeply connected to our primal need for communal
 solidarity.

 Achilles, slighted and dishonored by Agamemnon's seizure of Bris?is,
 his war prize, goes into battle indignant, having been betrayed by the
 social order that demands his fealty. His indignant wrath {m?nis) is
 "Homer's starting point," the root cause of Achilles' subsequent failures.
 Shay wants us to see the connection between what happens to Achilles
 and what happened to the soldiers who fought in Vietnam and were
 betrayed by leaders who asked them to violate their own standards of
 decency, to kill indiscriminately, to risk their lives foolishly, and to in
 tensify and channel their rage against an enemy always conceived to be
 less than human.
 Those violations caused some soldiers, particularly those subjected

 over and over to heavy combat, to narrow their social horizons so that
 eventually they were able to claim only a few cherished buddies, and
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 they clung to values that served only to reinforce their wrath. In the
 most deep-seated of these cases, and there were many of them accord
 ing to Shay, these men reached a "berserk state" akin to that reached by
 Achilles on the death of his friend Patroclus. Shay suggests that such
 a state often arises from a chain of catastrophic events: "detachment
 from moral and social restraints by prior betrayal of 'what's right'
 [th?mis], grief and guilt at the death of the special comrade who has

 wrongfully substituted for the survivor [and lost his life], the sense of
 being already dead and deserving to be dead." Shay likens the berserk
 state to "Achilles' beastlike and godlike rampage" and considers it the
 "most important and distinctive element of combat trauma."
 What these men most needed in war, given their alienation, was a

 chance to grieve over the loss of their special friends, but the swift evacu
 ation of bodies to the rear by helicopter deprived them of "griefwork"
 and intensified their rage. Shay learned that what a "returning soldier
 needs most when leaving war is not a mental health professional but a
 living community to whom his experience matters." He needs listeners

 who can hear his story and be affected by it, listeners who can respond
 to the trauma without passing judgment and can refrain from diminish
 ing its significance by claiming to have had a similar experience. No
 two people suffer in exactly the same way. No two need the same
 therapy. Yet they all need a community's understanding.

 Shay is convinced that "combat veterans and American citizenry
 should meet together face to face in daylight, and listen, and watch,
 and weep, just as citizen-soldiers of ancient Athens did in the theater
 at the foot of the Acropolis." They need to do it still, more than two
 decades after the conflict has ended.

 Shay fails to clarify just how many of the 250,000 ptsd cases are as
 severe as those he has worked with. Perhaps there is no way of know
 ing. But we know by other accounts how pervasive the feeling of isola
 tion was for soldiers less deeply affected by the war than those who had
 gone berserk. At the end of his memoir, In FharaoKs Army: Memories
 of the Lost War, Tobias Wolff gives us a glimpse of his own homecom
 ing after a year as an adviser to the Vietnamese army. Joining the
 American army had been essential to Wolff's "idea of legitimacy" be
 cause the men he had respected as he was growing up, and most of the
 writers he looked up to, had all served. He also wanted to become "re
 spectable" in a way that his father had not been. Serving was the "in
 disputable certificate of citizenship and probity."

 Yet, when Wolff came back from Vietnam, he spent a week alone in
 a "seedy" San Francisco hotel room feeling not "freedom and pleasure"
 as he had expected but "aimlessness and solitude." It wasn't the U.S.
 Army he missed; there was a more troubling condition that he saw re
 flected in his own "gaunt hollow-eyed" image. Without his army head
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 gear, he seemed "naked and oversized . . . newly hatched, bewildered,
 without history." "Broodingly alone," he knew that he could not reenter
 the "circle" of his family, and so he avoided its members: "It did not
 seem possible to stand in the center of that circle. I did not feel equal
 to it. I felt morally embarrassed."
 Outside that family circle Wolff had trouble holding up his end of

 a conversation; he said embarrassing and hostile things without aware
 ness of what he was doing, and his laugh sounded "bitter and derisive"
 even to himself. "Lonesome as I was," Wolff writes, "I made damn sure
 I stayed that way." He closes the memoir with a "last shot," a powerful
 tribute to a special friend lost in the war.

 In countless ways all of us as soldiers experienced what Wolff did.
 There was no nation to come back to, no public ceremony of acceptance.
 The nation was in turmoil, manning the barricades, unsure of itself. And
 for reasons we did not ourselves understand, many of us who came home
 could not share our experiences with families, could not tell our stories.
 There was no honor in them, no sense that we had been out doing work
 essential to our well-being or the nation's. We had simply done our duty
 and found it tainted.
 Wolff's memoir is the most balanced, unapologetic account of the war

 we are likely to see. We hear his reasons for going, see him through his
 preparation, and experience the beauty of his stories of friendship, as
 well as his stories of corruption. Often friendship and corruption go hand
 in hand. His portrait of a Harvard-bred foreign-service officer reveals

 Wolff's own susceptibility to that man's privileged life, privilege that ex
 pressed itself in lavish, courtly parties leading to evenings of debauch
 ery in Saigon and in a kind of cultured fluency with Vietnamese life that
 could hold even the Vietnamese captive. But Wolff could see past the
 charm, finally, into the man's deeper character, and what he found en
 raged him. What he found was that Pete's "demonstration of mastery"
 of the Vietnamese way of life required that others in his presence be
 stripped of mastery, "made helpless, reduced to spectators." Wolff's is
 an unusually clear portrait of civilians who preyed on the war's career
 benefits without having their reputations tarnished by association.

 In Pharaoh's Army is so perfectly crafted that in the end we are left
 questioning the literal truth of Wolff's stories. But we end up knowing
 that literal truth matters less than the truth a polished story can reveal.
 Wolff's account of the fateful Tet offensive in 1968 might just as

 well stand for the war itself. It works offhandedly through a host of
 clich?s?about destroying villages to save them, about the indiscrimi
 nate slaughter of civilians, the incompetence of the South Vietnamese
 army, the absurdity of war, any war?and yet his account never men
 tions these clich?s. In Wolff's details, we see where such clich?s might
 have come from, but he skips over the superficial, making us look di
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 rectly at the complications so often masked by simplification. Listen as
 Wolff reflects, reconfiguring and assessing the Tet offensive he had
 survived:

 How about the VC? I used to wonder. Were they sorry? Did they
 love their perfect future so much that they could without shame
 feed children to it, children and families and towns?their own
 towns? They must have, because they kept doing it. And in the
 end they got their future. The more of their country they fed to it,
 the closer it came.

 As a military project Tet failed; as a lesson it succeeded. The VC
 came into My Tho and all the other towns knowing what would
 happen. They knew that once they were among the people we
 would abandon our pretense of distinguishing between them. We
 would kill them all to get at one. In this way they taught the people
 that we did not love them and would not protect them; that for
 all our talk of partnership and brotherhood we disliked and mis
 trusted them, and that we would kill every last one of them to
 save our own skins. To believe otherwise was self-deception.
 They taught that lesson to the people, and also to us. At least
 they taught it to me.

 In this assessment Wolff honors the enemy's shrewdness, looks into its
 motives and effectiveness. What he does is uncharacteristic of what we
 did during that protracted war. Jonathan Shay reminds us over and
 over that the devaluing and dehumanizing of the enemy that was so
 much a part of the experience of Vietnam, contributed to severe com
 bat trauma and the long suffering it effects. Such devaluations con
 tributed as well to our defeat. We never learned what it might cost to

 win the hearts and minds of those people. We seemed not to have it in
 us to understand them. They were, Shay's men told him time and again,
 just "gooks"?not shrewd, indefatigable warriors.
 Now I consider one other remarkable and fascinating book that calls

 into question much that I have said in this review and much that I have
 thought about the war during the twenty-five years since I left it. Those
 looking for justification for our very earliest involvement in Vietnam
 can find it in South Wind Changing, Jade Ngoc Quang Huynh's com
 pelling narrative that recounts with quiet resignation what happened
 to him and his family after America negotiated the peace with honor.

 Not only do we see what it was like to be a young South Vietnamese
 boy caught in a village during Tet, subjected to Viet Cong brutality on
 the ground and American firepower from the sky, we see as well what
 it was like to be incarcerated in a Communist labor camp, forced to
 subsist for a year on bugs, rodents, and stolen vegetables, and forced to
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 endure torture and indoctrination until he was finally able to escape,
 ending up eventually in America.
 Huynh's only crime in Vietnam was that he was an intellectual, a

 student at the university following the war. His captor offered this ex
 planation for imprisonment: "Because you are educated. When you're
 educated you have knowledge that will stop us from controlling you,
 and you're one of the people who could start a revolution against us,
 against our government, against the Communist Party and those like
 myself." We see here no confirmation of the wisdom of our Domino
 Theory, but we do see what once upon a time, long ago, our nation be
 lieved it was combating. The world has changed since then, and so
 have we. But we are only beginning to learn about the limitations and
 wiser use of our power in this new world.

 We should never forget that we forged our might out of decency and
 honor, and if we are to survive intact, we must revisit the scene of our
 undoing. We must go back to see how it was that our own crippling
 hubris led us far beyond the bounds of reason, causing us to send those
 young boys to die in the tall grass, for far too long. But all claims to the
 contrary, those young men did not die for nothing; they died living up
 to their obligations, preserving the sacred link between the citizenry
 and its government, the link that ties citizen to soldiering and soldier to
 state. If we do not reforge and strengthen that link, the circling ghosts
 will know no rest. Their peace and ours depend on such resolve.

 MASKS OF DOSTOEVSKY

 F. D. REEVE

 Time ( like a kaleidoscope, does not so much play tricks on us as change
 what we see. The social and cultural patterns of a hundred years ago
 take on different shapes. Say "Degas!" Say "Monet!" Say "C?zanne!"

 We know where we are. Say "Meissonier!" Say "G?r?me!" Say "Hen
 ner!" Who? What? Meisonnier (1815-1891) fetched the highest prices
 in Paris, the art capital of the nineteenth century. Henner (1829-1905)

 won popularity for supposedly erotic nudes. And G?r?me (1824-1904),
 like the other two a member of the Acad?mie des Beaux Arts, was cele
 brated for opposing the Impressionists.

 Joseph Frank, Dostoevsky: The Miraculous Years, 1865-1871. Princeton Univer
 sity Press, 1995. xvi.-f 524 pages. $35.
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